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Broadband for All?
Information & Communication Technologies
Information and communications are at the heart of human
life and social development
People have always worked together by sharing 
information and knowledge through speech, writing, the 
printed word and, more recently, telephony and 
broadcasting
Sharing information empowers individuals and 
communities, and enables whole societies to benefit from 
the experience of everyone within them
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Teleworking / e-learning
video telephony
Unified messaging
conferencing gaming
music
TV and video
home security
Information Communication Entertainment
eCare
Broadband for All?
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Broadband for All?
In the developed world, ICT has become a crucial enabling factor in 
the functioning of society and economy
ICT becomes increasingly 
an important part of the 
product or of the service
banking
household
automotive
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Broadband for All?
In the developed world, ICT has become a crucial enabling factor in 
the functioning of society and economy
ICT has a fast growing 
influence on the societal 
behaviour of people
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Multi-technology approach
Unlicenced
limited range
“high” bandwidth
Wireless
Licenced
high range
low bandwidth
Cellular
Unlicenced
limited range
high bandwidth
Fixed
Different ICT-technologies 
available
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Multi-technology approach
Different ICT-technologies available
Requires digging cable ducts:
high performance, but expensive
Requires masts:
Lower capacity, lower costs
Fixed
Cellular &
Wireless
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Multi-technology approach
Wireless connections between devices
Bleutooth
(e.g. hands-free mobile phone)
IrDa
(e.g. between mobile phone & Palm)
Mainly used for 
data-transfert between devices
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Multi-technology approach
Wireless connections outdoor
Mobile Phones
WiFi
(e.g. Public Internet Access)
Mainly used for wireless connection to 
public fixed access point
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Multi-technology approach
Wireless technologies turns out to be the most efficient way of 
“connecting” developing countries
Mobile usage is still low in Africa but fastest growing
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Multi-technology approach
Examples of applications of 
mobile & wireless and of 
internet applications
Mtoni/Zanzibar
(APC's “Community 
Wireless Connectivity” 
project : using “cantennas” 
to connect to a community 
base station
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Broadband evolution
Worldwide Broadband subscribers will top 215M in 2005
Nov 14, 2005  
The worldwide number of Internet broadband subscribers
< 5 M (1999)      < 67 M (2002)       > 215 M (2005)       > 500 M (2010)
U.S. 1st (47 M by the end of 2005)
China 2nd , Japan 3rd, S. Korea, France
U.S. : 198 M Internet users by end ‘05 
Worldwide Internet users is projected to 
top 1,080 M in 2005.
Worldwide Internet users are forecasted 
to reach nearly 1.8 billion in 2010.
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Broadband evolution
But:
- BB is moving target
- different technologies
- differences in speed / services
- ….
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BB drivers & applications
communication by e-mail: 88%
search and utilise information about goods and services: 65%
reading/ downloading newspapers, magazines : 39%
search and utilise travel and accommodation information: 36%
search and utilise information from websites of public: 35%
Internet banking: 30%
other forms of communication (e.g. chatting): 29%
playing/downloading of games and music: 28%
use of training and educational services: 28%
downloading of forms of public institutions: 25%
online shopping: 25%
These applications are narrow-band compatible!
BB drivers & applications
Speed is still 
major sales 
point!
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BB drivers & applications
Voice-over-IP
• 4.3M users in Japan, < 1 M in the rest of the world
Gaming
• 60% of teenagers in Korea, niche market elsewhere
Video-on-demand
• local success (FastWeb)
Music services
Teleworking
BB Opportunities
Examples of applications of 
mobile & wireless and of 
internet applications Huaral Valley, Peru
Network of 14 telecentres (12 wireless), 
-locally built
-hydro-powered
provide access for
-farmers to market prices & trends
And allow coordination on larger scale 
regarding water-irrigation
Weakness: limited literacy 
level & availability of 
electrical power
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Roadblocks in BB deployment
New applications have 
direct impact on revenue 
& market share of 
established companies
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Roadblocks in BB deployment
The Internet has become too important to be left to the engineers
• Stronger management institutions should be created
– need for action at government level
• New solutions must be explored
– email validation?
– “third party” virus insurance?
– identity and authentication?
– intellectual property responsibilities as well as rights?
– consolidation and regulation of the value chain?
BB is used for 
downloading security 
patches that are needed 
because the connection is 
broadband
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The BREAD project
• IMEC (co-ordinator) B
• University of Essex UK
• Research Center COM / CTI DK
• Groupe des Ecoles des Télécommunications F
• FhG/HHI D
• TELSCOM consulting CH
• JRC - Institute of Prospective Technological Studies E
• JCP - Consult F
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The BREAD project
• Develop a multi-disciplinary view for the realisation of 
‘broadband for all’
• Combine forces in the area of
- state-of-the-art results in R&D on the technological level
- expertise towards the economic sustainability and the in-time 
adoption of adequate business models
- expertise and study towards the regulatory aspects on EU level 
and the re-conciliation of customers’ and industries’ interests
• Develop a more holistic vision encompassing technical, 
as well as economical and regulatory aspects
• Identify roadblocks on European, national/regional level
• Share visions and best practices on national level to EU 
level (ERA)
•Benchmarking the EU situation with US & AP develop.
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The BREAD project
Project info
FP6 projects
News items
New reports
Links
Forum
www.ist-bread.org
www.bbeurope.org
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Methodology and status
SOA in different
technologies
COMMON FIELDS
IN ACCESS
End to End topics
Gap analysis
High level vision
(06/ 2005,  end 2005)
Technology roadmap
(06/05, end 2005)
1st + update in 2nd
1st del. 1st del.
2nd del.
Implementation 
Roadmap (2006)THINK
TANK
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Multi-Disciplinary analysis
Some observations from country studies
• Broadband is a rapidly moving target; “snapshot” cases are not particularly 
useful for policy conclusions.
• e.g. the Finland case: BB connections doubled in 2003 and grew from 
500,000 to 760,000 in 2004 (from 21 % households to 30%). Prices
dropped 22-40 % during the year.
• e.g. some digital divide policies may become outdated before they are 
implemented
• A detailed analysis of developments in a country require in-depth work.
• Concepts such as “unbundling” mean different things in different
countries (“unbundling” was a critical success factor in Korea).
• Broadband market is organised around grabbing customers in an 
environment where telecoms are going through a major structural change.
• Profitability of broadband service provision is still an open issue. VoIP 
might kill infrastructure investments.
• Peer-to-peer and games are key apps for BB
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Multi-Disciplinary analysis
Factors influencing broadband development
• Country configuration
•GDP per capita
•population density (Canada vs Belgium)
•demography of a country
•climate
•cultural characteristics
• open to foreign influences (Belgium, Netherlands),
• embracing new technologies (South Korea, Japan)
•knowledge of the English language
-> highest take-up:
rich country with fairly equally income distribution, high population density 
where a relatively young population is concentrated in urban areas rather 
than suburbs, bad weather and widespread knowledge of English –
……….
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Multi-Disciplinary analysis
Factors influencing broadband development
• Legacy situation
• extension & configuration of telephone network -> roll out DSL
• existence of a cable network
• number of existing computers per capita 
• Competition
• tendency to lower the price
• improves marketing
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Multi-Disciplinary analysis
Factors influencing broadband development
• Public policy
• Inhibitors
• intellectual property
• security
 Facilitation Regulation Intervention 
Demand 
Lower prices Market transparency Competition: prices Tax breaks 
Increase 
attractiveness  
Competition: marketing, new services 
Consumer protection 
e-gov, e-health… ICT 
training 
Supply 
Foster investment  Websites indicating potential 
demand Unbundling Subsidies 
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Conclusions
Internet Access will become a “utility” in the developed world 
with large impact on economic and societal life
But in developing countries ICT is to be seen as an “enabler” 
towards economic and societal development
?
Etc...
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Impact of BB
